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1. 1~TRoDucT10N 
The nonlinear eigenvalue problem (P), 
Au + Je” = 0 in 0, (1.1) 
u=o on ai-2, (1.2) 
where 52 is a bounded domain in R” with a smooth boundary 852 and 
12 0, occurs in a wide variety of situations, e.g. in the theory of thermal 
self-ignition of a chemically active mixture of gasses, in the theory of non- 
linear heat generation, and in the study of Riemann surfaces with constant 
Gaussian curvature. 
In this paper we shall investigate (P) for the case where II = 2 and Q is 
an annulus. However, we wish to refer to some known results already 
obtained for (P). 
First, we refer to Gel’fand [6] and Joseph and Lundgren [8] for 
radial, i.e., radially symmetric solutions inSz = B, = {x 1 1x1 < u} c R”. A 
remarkable fact which they have found is the sensitive dependence on the 
dimension of the profde of solutions for (P), especially the shape of 
branch S generated by radial solutions in(A, u)-plane. From the later work 
of Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [7], every solution u of (P) has to be radial 
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in this case Sz = B,, for u is nonnegative in Sz by the maximum principle. 
As a consequence the solution branch of (P) is identical with S and 
contains no nonradial solutions. 
In the 2-dimensional case, the problem (P) has some differential 
geometric and complex function theoretic structure, which makes possible 
detailed and delicate study of (P) for general domains Sz. Actually, Bandle 
[ 1, 21 introduced generalized Schwarz symmetrization and obtained 
several remarkable a priori estimates concerning the solutions of (P) and 
the eigenvalues of the linearized equations. From these estimates she had 
independently concluded that every solution must be radial when 52 c Iw* is 
a disk. Weston [23] and Moseley [13, 141 have constructed a branch of 
“large” solutions growing up as 1 tends to 0, which is obviously seen to 
occur for a disk domain. Subject to some implicit constraints on a simply 
connected domain 0, they have given the branch by the method of singular 
perturbation. Effectively used there is the fact that Au + Ae” = 0 has the 
general integral called Liouville’s integral. Later, Suzuki and Nagasaki 
[ 16,20,22] studied the connectedness in the (A, u)-plane between the 
branch of minimal solutions of Crandall and Rabinowitz [4] and that of 
Weston and Moseley’s “large” solutions, noting the geometrical meaning of 
the Liouville integral, namely, the spherical derivative of meromorphic 
functions. 
Now we are in the position to explain the aim of this paper. As already 
reviewed, nonradial solutions of (P) are impossible when Sz is the disk D = 
{x 1 1x1 < 1 } c lR*. In contrast, for an annulus A = {x 1 (I < 1x1 < 1 } c [w*, 
circular but not simply connected, the existence of nonradial solutions can 
be proved for some A. Precisely, for any positive integer m = 1,2,3, . . . . there 
exists a family of solutions (1, U) of mode m such that Jn e” dx tends to 
infinity, where the value A appears as a Lagrange multiplier. Our result 
might be interesting in asserting the global existence of every m-mode 
family of solutions. 
We note that a similar phenomenon has been observed for the elliptic 
equation (Q), 
-Au+u=uZN+‘, u>o in a, u=o on i-X2, 
for &!=52 b,b+c=(~16<(~lcb+~)~[W2 and N=l,2,3 ,... [3,9,19]. 
That is, every mode of nonradial solutions appears as b tends to + co, c 
being fixed. There, the homogeneity property of the nonlinear term Use + I 
has played an important role. Instead, here our proof is based on 
Liouville’s integral through which every radial solution for circular 
domains in Iw* can be expressed explicitly. While the arguments about local 
variations have some resemblance to Coffman’s, several refinements will be 
done to prove our theorems. 
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In our variational argument, it is not clear how m-mode solutions exist 
in the (A, u)-plane. In this respect, Lin [ 111 has shown the symmetry- 
breaking, i.e., bifurcation of m-mode solutions from radial ones, although 
these bifurcating cones have been shown to be of mode m only 
infinitesimally. We hopefully expect that our variational solutions coincide 
with these bifurcating ones. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we characterize the 
structure of radial solutions of (P) when the domain Q is the disk D or an 
annulus A. Also their qualitative properties are investigated in detail. Some 
of these have been obtained by Lin [11] independently, but our new 
parametrization is utilized to deal with nonradial solutions of (P) for 
IR = A in Section 3. 
The result of this paper has been announced in Suzuki and Nagasaki 
WI. 
2. STRUCTURESOF RADIAL SOLUTIONS ON CIRCULAR DOMAINS 
We start this section with the introduction of Liouville’s integral for the 
equation 
Au+ile”=O in Qc R2. (2.1) 
In fact, through a complex transformation of variables the equation (2.1) 
is transformed into the Liouville quation 
a2 
-log f = +f/2a’, 
ax ay 
whose integral with two arbitrary functions was discovered in 1853 [12]. 
In the sequel, with the aid of that integral we shall determine the structure 
of radial solutions of (P) when IR c R2 is the disk D = {x 11x1 c 1 } or the 
annulusA={xla<Ixl<l}, whereOca<l. 
We briefly look over the derivation of Liouville’s integral for (2.1) 
[ 12,2, 13, 143. Henceforth, we identify x = (x1, x2) E lR2 with z = x1 + 
ix2 E @ and consider that Sz is also a domain in @. Then, with new variables 
z = x1 + ix2 and w = xi - ix2, (2.1) reads as 
a% A -= --eu 
aZ aw 4 * (2.2) 
For the moment, we shall carry over the computations locally. 
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After differentiating (2.2) with respect to z, we eliminate the term 
-(A/4) e” to obtain 
U izw = u,w,u;. 
Integrating (2.3) with respect o w, we derive 
(2.3) 
U zz - $4; = S(z), 
where S(z) is a holomorphic function of z. 
From (2.4) the function u = u(z, w) = exp{ - $u(z, w)} satisfies 
(2.4) 
v,, + $s(z)u = 0. (2.5) 
Now we regard (2.5) as a linear equation of only z and take its 
fundamental solutions p,(z) and q*(z). Consequently, u = u(z, w) can be 
expressed in the form 
u = exp( - $4 = h(w) cpA4 + f2W ~~(4, (2.6) 
where fi( w) (i = 1,2) are holomorphic. 
Substitution of (2.6) into (2.2) leads to the constraint 
where W(f, g) = fg’ - f’g, namely the Wronskian off and g. Since we may 
assume without loss of generality that 
and 
in (2.7), we have 
e” = f F;(z) G(w)},/{ 1 +J’,(z) Gl(w)J2, 
where fC(z) = cp2(z)/cpl(4 and G(w) =f2tW.flW 
From (2.8), we have 
a% 
-= -&log(I +F,(z) G,(w)}‘, aZaw 
or 
Au= -Alog{l+F1(z)G,(w))2. 
W) 
(2.9) 
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Since the solution u is real, so must be the function F,(z) G,(w) in (2.9). 
On the other hand, we see that F,(z) and G,(w) are analytic with at most 
simple zeros and poles, and further that G,(w) is the conjugate of some 
analytic function G2(z) of z = W, namely G,(w) = G,(z). Consequently, 
F,(z) G*(z) must be real. 
Put F1(z) = P(z) + iQ(z) and G*(z) = p(z) + iq(z), where P, Q, p, and q 
are real-valued; then we see that Qp - Pq must vanish identically. As a 
consequence, the analytic function F, /G2 = (P + iQ)/(p + iq) is real-valued, 
which means that it is constant, namely G2(z) = cF,(z) for some CE R. 
Moreover, the constant c must be positive from (2.8). 
Finally, noting that F(z)= Fl(z) is determined by S(z) in (2.4), we 
obtain the following 
LEMMA 2.1. The equation (2.1) has an integral 
1 
ie’= lF’(z)l*/(l+ IF(z)I’ (2.10) 
In other words, each solution u of (2.1) is expressed by (2.10), where F(z) 
is an analytic function such that the right-hand side of(2.10) is single-valued 
and positive in 9. 
Moreover, F(z) can be taken as a meromorphic function with at most 
simple zeros and poles when G? is simply connected. 
Remark 2.2. The function F(z) is not uniquely determined by the 
solution u. 
From this lemma the problem (PA), i.e., (P) for a fixed 1, is reduced to 
finding a function F= F(z) of this kind, satisfying 
IW)l 3, l/2 
1 + lF(z)12= i 0
on a52. (2.11) 
For instance, every radial solution (A, u) for (P) on the unit disk 
D = {x 1 1x1 < 1 } c R2 has been investigated [6]. In fact, the equation for 
u = u(r). 
(ru’)’ + Are’ = 0 for r>O and u’(0) = 0, 
is integrable. That is, from the changes of variables 
u(r) = v(s) - 2s and r = es, 
we have 
v“+lZe”=O and lim e-‘(v’(s) - 2) = 0. 
s---m 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Integrating (2.14), we have 
8 Ce2” 8 c 
e”=j-(ce2s+ 112 Or e”=y(cr2+ 1)2’ (2.15) 
where C > 0. 
On the other hand, it has been shown by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [7] 
that every solution of (PJ for 1~0 must be radial. Consequently, we 
obtain 
THEOREM 2.3. When Q = D c R2, the problem (PA) has solutions only for 
Iz E [O, 23. For these k’s, the solutions of (Pi) are expressed explicitly b
@/A)C, 
u*(r)=log (1 +Q2)2 with C, =i {4-212,/m}, (2.16) 
where r = 1x1. 
Here we remark that these radial solutions are associated with 
F(z)=C”‘z (C>O) in (2.10), where 
(2.17) 
actually C=C, =(1/1){4-A+2Jm). 
The quantity p(z) = IF’(z)l/( 1 + IF(z) has the following geometrical 
meaning, which is very important in our study. Let K be the Riemann 
sphere with unit diameter, tangent to the w-plane at the origin, where 
w = F(z). Further, let da = ldzl and dT denote respectively the natural 
linear element on IR and the one on K induced by i? 52 + K, the natural 
conformal mapping associated with F. Then they satisfy the relation 
dt=((F’I/(l+IFI’))da. 
In this terminology the equality (2.10) means that the induced length of 
F(‘(aQ) on K is equal to 
AC 
i JR (2.18) 
where l&21 denotes the length of dQ. Accordingly, the area of F(Q) on K 
is given by 
2-r s IfI R (1 + lF12j2 dx=ijQeUdx. (2.19) 
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When Q = D, for a solution (A, U) of (P) we define a number s by 
s=a‘r=II s e” dx. (2.20) a 
Then all solutions (A, U) of (P) can be parametrized by s E [0,8x). 
THEOREM 2.4. When Q = D, there is a continuous and one-to-one corre- 
spondence between s E [0,87c) in (2.20) and the soZution (A, u) E R + x C(D) 
of(P). Denoting the solution corresponding to s by (A,, us), we have 
et2 e”zdx=S=- 
1, 87r-s’ 
(2.22) 
n(s)=1 IVu,12dx 
R 
= -16nlog(8~-s){l+o(l)} as s+87c--0. (2.23) 
ProoJ: From (2.16), we have 
or 
s=2n(2&/4-21) (2.24) 
(2.25) 
from which (2.22) follows directly. 
On the other hand, we have 
j IVu,l’dx=~~~u,e’~dx=Bn(log~-~), (2.26) 
R C,+l 
where U* and C, are the same as in (2.16). 
With (2.25), the equality (2.26) reads as 
n(s) = 167~ log&-s. (2.27) 
Now (2.23) is obvious. u 
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From now on we are going to study radial solutions of (P) in the case 
Q=A={x(a<~x~<l}cW, where 0 < a < 1. Then, every radial solution 
u = u(r) of (PA) with A.> 0, where (P,) denotes the problem (P) for a fixed 
A, is obtained as a solution of the ordinary differential equation (RP,): 
(ru’)’ + Ire” = 0 for r E (a, l), o(a)=u(l)=O. (2.28) 
Here the function u(r) is positive for r E (a, 1) and so is u’(r) at r = a due 
to the maximum principle. Consequently, we see that every solution 
u = u(r) of (RP,) is characterized by its behavior near r = 0, on account of 
the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that v = u(r) is a solution of the problem 
(ru’)’ + Are” = 0, (2.29) 
u(a) = 0 and u’(a) > 0, (2.30) 
where il > 0. Then u = u(r) can be continued to r = 0, and for some real 
numbers L > 0 and M, we have 
lim {u(r)-Llogr}=M, (2.31) 
I’+0 
(2.32) 
LEMMA 2.6. For each numbers L > 0 and M, there exists a unique 
solution v = v(r) of (2.29) which satisfies the conditions (2.31), (2.32). 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Due to the maximum principle, we have 
u(r) < 0 for r E (0, a). 
Hence, from (2.29), 
-Arc {rv’(r)}‘<O. 
Integrating (2.33) from r to a, where 0 < r <a, we have 
(2.33) 
-i (a* - r2) < au’(a) - rv’(r) < 0. 
This inequality shows that there exist positive numbers Ci (i= 1, 2) 
independent of r E (0, a) such that 
C2 < i-u’(r) < C,. (2.34) 
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In view of (2.34), it is obvious that u = U(Y) is continued to r = 0. Further, 
since rv’(r) is monotone decreasing and bounded with respect o r E (0, a), 
we can take a positive number L such that 
lim W’(T) = L. 
r++O 
From (2.33) we have, in the same manner as above, 
-$(r’--E2)<ru’(r)--Ed(c)cO, (2.35) 
where 0 <.a < r < a. Letting E + 0 in (2.35) and dividing by r, we obtain 
for r E (0, a), (2.36) 
which gives (2.32). 
The inequality (2.36) also shows that the function u(r)- L log r is 
nonincreasing and bounded with respect o r and hence has a limit M when 
r-,+0. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Put q(r)= u(r) - L log r; then we have the 
problem of cp, namely, 
(rcp’)‘+IrL+leo=O, (2.37) 
lim cp(r)=M and lim q’(r) = 0. (2.38) 
r++O r-r+0 
The change of variables 
r=e’ and +(t) = v(r) - 44 (2.39) 
transforms the problem (2.37), (2.38) into the problem 
I)” + le w+w+J+fe!b =o, 
lim G(t) = lim e-‘+‘(t) =O. 
t+ --m I- -cm 
(2.37)’ 
(2.38)’ 
Further the problem (2.37)’ with (2.38)’ is equivalent to the integral 
equation 
(2.40) 
As a consequence, what is to be proved is the unique existence of the 
solution $ = Ii/(t) of (2.40). For this purpose, we take a Banach space 
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X={II/=$(~)I$EC(-co, -T], lim,,-,$(t)=O} with a supremum 
norm, where T > 0, and an operator Y on X such that !Qu(lcI) is defined 
by the right-hand side of (2.40). Then, for an appropriately large T, the 
operator ‘Y becomes a contraction on the unit ball K = {$ 1 II/ E X, 
suP(- CO-T] Mt)l G 11 in X. Now the remainder part of the proof will be 
completed in a similar way to that of Lemma 2.1 in [ 151. 1 
According to these lemmas, we can classify the radial solutions for (P) 
on Sz = A. Actually, these solutions are associated with the analytic 
functions F(z) = pz” where CI > 1 and j3 > 0. 
LEMMA 2.7. The solution v = v(r) of the problem (2.29) with (2.31) and 
(2.32) is given as 
u(r) = log ; rx2pVa - I’/( 1+ /?V)2, 
where 
(2.41) 
(2.42 j 
ProoJ: From Lemma 2.1, v = v(r) in (2.41) satisfies (2.29). 
Substituting v(r) into (2.31) and (2.32), we have 
lim 
r+ +o 
log $ a2g2r2a-2-‘/( 1 + /?2r2*)2 = M, 
lim 
( 
2a - 2 - L 4a/12r2*- ’- 
I’ +o r 1 + B2r2a > 
= 0. 
These conditions are satisfied ifa and B are determined by (2.42). Since 
the uniqueness of v = u(r) has already been shown in Lemma 2.6, the asser- 
tion is obvious. 1 
Thus, we have only to determine the value of a and /? so that v(r) in 
(2.41) satisfies the boundary conditions in (2.28). Accordingly, we have 
a/la’ - ’ 1 w 
0 
aB 1 112 
1 fj?2a2a= S 
and -- - 
l+D 0 2-g ) 
which are equivalent o the conditions 
a-i 
“=[(l -a[) 
(2.43) 
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and 
1 
s a*( log a)* = (2.44) 
where 
[ = aa. (2.45) 
From (2.42), a > 1 and hence [ varies from 0 to a. Thus, each radial 
solution u = D(T) of (Pi) on B = A corresponds to the solution [ E (0, a) of 
(2.44). Hence we are going to investigate the function G(5). 
Immediately seen, G(c) is positive in (0, a) and has the properties that 
limi + +. c(i) = G(a) = 0, lim, + +. G’(i) = + co, and G’(a) < 0. Further, we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.8. When a E (0, l), G(c) h as only one critical point in (0, a). 
ProoJ Substituting c= a? in the right-hand side of (2.44), we have 
G(c) = a*(log a?)* u-‘1Ml-~2rl)~a2g(rl) 
(1 - u*f# 
and 
g’(v) = (loi3 a?) 
2 Cl- rl)(l - a21) 
(1 _ &# 
1 _ h(rl) 
log ay ’ 
(2.46) 
where 
1 1 2 2 
h(q)=l+- p---- 
1-q+1-a*q 1-q l+aq’ 
Now, noting that A* + B* > 2AB, we find 
1 2 2a 2a 
h’(v)=(1-~)*+(1-ua*~)*-(1-at1)*+(l+a8)* 
2a 8a*q 
3(1-?)(1--*rl)-(1-a*IZ)* 
2a 
=(1-~)(1-a”r/)(l-a2rf*)* 
((1 -q)4+4a(a- l)%j3} >o 
for rj E (0, 1). 
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Consequently, h(q) is monotone increasing, while l/(log a~) is monotone 
decreasing in (0, 1). From these properties we can conclude that g’(q) 
changes its sign only once in (0, 1). This proves the assertion. 1 
Let m* denote the maximum value of G(c) in (0, a) and put A* = 
8m*/(a2(log a)2). Then, from Lemma 2.8, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2.9, There exists a positive number A* such that the problem 
(RP,) has two, one, and no solutions for I E (0, A*), A= I*, and 1 E (A*, co), 
respectively. 
Remark 2.10. As was described above, every radial solution of (P) on 
D = A corresponds uniquely to i E (0, a), and hence to c( E (1, co). 
Moreover, this correspondence is continuous. 
Remark 2.11. A similar result to Theorem 2.9 has been obtained 
independently by Lin [ 111. His proof is also based on Liouville’s integral, 
but quite different from the above one. 
For A E (0, A*), there are just two roots [and [ of (2.44): one near 0 and 
the other near a. The corresponding solutions El and 0, of (PJ will turn 
out to be the “large” and minimal solutions, respectively, from 
LEMMA 2.12. For any fixed r in (a, 1 ), we have 
lim UA(r) = + co (2.47) 
I+ +o 
and 
lim gl( r) = 0. (2.48) 
A+ +o 
Proof: In the case of OJ, the corresponding [, tl, and B satisfy that 
l -+ a, a+ 1, P+O 
and consequently 
ia28’=(l +b2)2+ 1 as A-+ +O. 
In view of (2.41), the convergence (2.48) is obvious from the above 
relations. 
In the case of VA, a little more care is needed. First, note that i = A({) can 
be regarded as a smooth function of 5 near to 0, and hence so can tl and 
/3. Accordingly, we put 
8 112 
KZ - 
0 2 
aB=l+p’, 
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and introduce the functions A([) and B(5) with some asymptotic relations 
for [ near to 0: 
and 
B(I),B’, a-C 
K a(l-c*) 
= l-k+ O([‘). 
In terms of A(c) and B(i), 
UJr)= -2log A([) ; i 0 
a-l 
+B(() ra+l . 
I 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
This time we have 
and consequently 
45) + 1 and B(i) -+ 1 as 1 +O. 
From these relations we deduce (2.47) in view of (2.51). 1 
In Theorem 2.4, all the solutions of (P) on 52 = D are parametrized by 
s = 8L’, where Z in (2.19) represents the area of F(Q) on the Riemann 
sphere K for F(z) = C ‘12z. Meanwhile, for the case 52 = A, we have taken 
F(z) = /@, which is a-fold on s2 = A. Accordingly, the area of F(Q) on K 
is given by (l/a)C this time. These facts uggest that every radial solution 
(A, u) of (P) on the annulus A may be parametrized by 
I - 
s e” dx. an 
Now we shall show that this holds, in fact, for the solutions (A, 6,) with 
2 small enough. 
We define a parameter B for the “large” solutions (1, fin) of (P) on A by 
(2.52) 
Then we are going to study G for “large” solutions (A, fin). The first 
result is 
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LEMMA 2.13. The mapping I: I-+ (T is one-to-one when c is near to 0. 
Moreover, 
fl=lnjl(a+~)[+O([‘)} as c- +0 (2.53) 
and hence 
c=k(a+f) 
--I 
(87c-#+0(871--(r)} as 0-+87c-0. (2.54) 
Proof. Take a function 
nO’~=(‘,lr’l:T,pl’=l-(a+a,icocr’); (2.55) 
then from (2.51) and (2.52) we have 
= I~zcxI([)~’ {A({)(&/r)“-‘+aB(i)(r/&)“‘lJ-? rdr. 
0 
The substitution of t = (r/fi)2a in the above integral yields 
1 1 
*=[-I 
45)+aB(Ot r=i 
8x41 -l’) f(C) 
= (NO + aWI)I)(4OC + aB(i))’ 
(2.56) 
On account of (2.49), (2.50), and (2.55), the relation (2.53) follows 
immediately from (2.56). 
Further, the term O([‘) in (2.53) is smooth and its derivative converges 
to 0 as [ --, 0. Consequently, we have 
from which the relation (2.54) is derived by the implicit function 
theorem. 1 
Eventually, we can regard 
p- s evA dx (2.57) R 
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and 
v= s a Ivv,1* dx (2.58) 
as functions of 0, namely p = ~(0) and v = v(c), due to Lemma 2.13. 
Further, their asymptotic behavior for (T near to 87r can be precisely 
determined. 
LEMMA 2.14. 
‘(e)=(811-~)log(8n-o) 
8n2(a2+ l)loga I1 +o(l)j as a-+8n--0. (2.59) 
Proof From (2.44), we have 
a a2(log a)( 1 - 52)2 
I= 8(log Ma - 0 l(l - 4 2={l+(u+~)i+O(i’)), 81: log l 
and from (2.53), 
71a{l++(~2)) as i+ +O. (2.60) 
Using (2.54), we derive the desired relation (2.59) from (2.60). 1 
LEMMA 2.15. 
v(u) = s(log&--)‘(l+o(l)} us a-t8n--0. (2.61) 
Proof. Substituting (2.5 1) into 
we find 
a-1 
(2.62) 
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The substitution of t = (r/d)*’ as before yields 
-2nla2 cm’ 
v(a) = ~ J 4 i (NO +aWi)t)-* 
U-1 1-E 
X -loga+ 2c( 
2 
-log t + log(A([) + aB([) t) dt 
=+k+E,-tI,). - (2.63) 
We easily obtain 
1, = 9 (log a) 
1-12 
{MN-t WC)) {A(i) + ae(i)i) 
=Q(loga)jl +O(i’)} 
from (2.49) and (2.50). 
Substituting r= B(i) A({)-’ at in II,, we have 
I,= g (A(C) B(c)a)p’ J’- (I+ z)p* {log z-log B(C) A(C)-’ a> dz, 
7+ 
where r + = B(c) A(c)-’ a[“. 
Noting that 
40, B(5) + 1 and ct+ +cc as i- +O, 
we have 
II,= --hfw (l+T)-*(logt--loga)dt+o(l) 
0 
= O(1) as i+ t-0. 
By the same substitution in 0, as above, we have 
,,=’ Jm 
a 0 
(1 +r)-=log(l +z)dr+o(l) 
=0(l) as [-+ +O. 
Due to these estimates and (2.44), we have from (2.63) 
v(a)= - nAa:oga{l+o(l)}= -*‘;zj)* (1+0(l)) (2.64) 
as i --f +O. 
505/87/l-11 
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In view of (2.54) and (2.64), the relation (2.61) becomes obvious. 1 
Remark 2.16. The function PA(r) = le ‘l(‘) has a peculiar property, that 
is, 
and 
lim PA(r)= +oo 
A-++0 
for r=& 
lim p,(r)=0 
A++0 
for r#&. 
This will become obvious when we express pi(r) in the form 
pi(r) = 8c? (1 -a()(1 -1’))* 
x {4I)(&/r)“-l+ aB(i)(rl&)“+ ‘> -* 
and remember that 
r +o, 40, B(i) --) 1 and a!--, +a3 
as 1-, +O. 
Now, let Y denote the set of all radial solutions of (2, u) of (P) and Y 
that of “large” solutions (1, En) parametrized by 0 in Lemma 2.13. Further, 
define CJ, p, and v for each (1, u) E Y by (2.52), (2.57), and (2.58) with u in 
place of V,, respectively. Then we may summarize the preceding results in 
THEOREM 2.17. The solutions (A, Vi) in LZ’ are parametrized by o and 
have the asymptotic property (2.59) and (2.61). Especially, p and v are 
unbounded in 3’. 
To the contrary, they are uniformly bounded in Y/L?. 
Proof: Owing to Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15, we have only to prove the 
latter part. 
Assume that the Xs of (1, UJ E 9’ vary in (0, so) for some positive so, 
then a simple argument shows that p and v are uniformly bounded for 
solutions (2, u) with 1 E [so, A*]. Meanwhile the boundedness for minimal 
solutions with 1 E [0, so] is obvious from Lemma 2.12 and Remark 2.10. 
Noting that Y\9 contains no other solutions than these, we reach the 
assertion. 1 
3. EXISTENCE OF NONRADIAL SOLUTIONS ON ANNULI 
In the case Q = A, we shall show the existence of nonradial solutions 
through the variational approach with Lagrange multipliers. 
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To explain our method, we introduce the general semilinear eigenvalue 
problem 
Au + @-f(u) = 0 in Sz, u=o on ac2, (3.1) 
where 1 E Iw and f = f(t) is a continuous function on R satisfying 
O<f(t)<Cexp ltl4 for qE(O,2) and c>o. (3.2) 
Let T,,, denote the rotation of 271/m in R*, that is, 
for x = (r cos 8, r sin 0) E R2, (3.3) 
where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Then we can define the closed subspace I/, and V, 
of HA(O) as follows: 
and 
T/,= {uEHA(Q)1uisradial} 
P’,= {vEH~(Q)Iu(T,x)=u(x)fora.e,x~Q}. 
For the moment V will denote I/, or V,. 
For every u E V and A E R, the solution w of the problem 
Aw+llf(o)=O in Q, w=o on ai2, (3.4) 
also belongs to Y. This property assures us of the following lemma, which 
we call the principle of “lifting oflocal variations” [21]. 
Further, introducing two functionals 
Q(u) - il, F(u) dx and J(u)=;jQ IVul’dx (3.5) 
for u E H;(Q), where F(t) E jh f(s) ds, we define subsets K, of V by 
KC= {DE Vl~D(u)=c} for CER, 
and nonnegative numbers j, by 
j,=inf{J(u)(uEK,} when K,#(zI. (3.6) 
LEMMA 3.1. Under the above assumptions, a minimizer U,E K, such that 
j, = J(u,) exists and satisfies the equation 
Au, + n,f(u,) = 0 in Q, u=o on aa, (3.7) 
for a Lagrange multiplier 1,. in the classical sense. 
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Proof. Take a minimizing sequence { vk} of J in K, ; then we may 
assume that a subsequence, or {uk} itself for simplicity, converges weakly 
to some USE V in HA(Q). It follows that 
J(uo) < lijm tf J(uk) = j, and @(t&J = c 
because of the assumption (3.2) and consequently that u0 belongs to Kc. 
Thus we see that u0 is a minimizer of J on K,. 
@ and J have Frechet derivatives G’(u) and J’(u) at UE V, respectively, 
which are given by 
@)‘(uh = jQfbh dx and J’(u)q=[/‘uVrpdx 
for cp E V. Hence, from the general theory of extremal problems [S, 
Theorem 26.11, there exist Lagrange multipliers p and v with (p, v) # (0,O) 
such that 
p s Vu,Vp dx+v R f Qf(u,h dx=O 
for any cp E V. (3.8) 
Here p # 0. Actually, assume p = 0 and substitute w in place of cp in (3.8), 
where w is the solution of the problem 
Aw + f(u,) = 0 in 52, w=o on asz. 
At this point, note that w E V as remarked before. Then we have 
o=v f -Aw-wdx=v IVw12dx, R f 0 
which means 
vw=o, w = 0, and consequently f(u,) = 0 in 52. 
This is a contradiction to (3.2). 
Taking a number 1, = -A/p, we have 
j- Vu,V~dx-1,j f(u,)qdx=O for any cp E K (3.9) 
R 0 
This ensures that u, is a classical solution of (3.6), as will be seen below. 
In the case V= I/, , u, = u,(r) is a function of r = 1x1 and belongs to 
Hh(a, 1). Hence, it follows from (3.9) that 
271 f {ru:cp’-I,rf(u,.)cp} dr=O I 
for q=cp(r)~CA(a, 1). 
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This means that u, = D,(Y) is a weak solution of the equation 
~(ru~)‘+~,f(u,)=O in (a, 1). (3.10) 
From the regularity theorem of weak solutions, u, = u,(r) belongs to 
Hh(a, 1) n H’(a, 1); moreover, by the usual bootstrap argument we find 
that u, = U,(T) is smooth with respect o r. Eventually, v, = v,( 1x1) as a func- 
tion in 52 satisfies (3.7). This argument is due to Kazdan and Warner [lo]. 
In the case V= V, also, we shall prove that u, is a weak solution of 
(3.7), for the regularity will be obtained in the same manner as above. 
Take a function h E CA(Q) with its support in 
Z,= x=(rcos&rsin8)1a<r<l, ISI<: 
i I 
(3.11) 
and define a function HE V,,, by 
H(x) = h(x) +h(T,,,x) +h(T;x)+ ... +h(Tz-lx), 
where T,,, is that of (3.3). Then we have from (3.9) 
m 
s 
zm (VII,VH-I,~(u,)H} dx=O 
and consequently 
s {Vu,Vh-A,f(u,)h) =o. (3.12) n 
Similarly, for a function h E CA(Q) whose support is contained in Z,,, 
after an appropriate rotation, we still have (3.12). 
Since a function + E C:(0) can be decomposed into 
with the aid of a partition of unity, where each hj has the property 
mentioned just above, we have 
(3.14) 
This means that u, is a weak solution of (3.7). 1 
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Remark 3.2. As seen in the above proof, the assumption (3.2) can be 
considerably weakened. For example, if @(u,) = c under j(u,) = 0 gives a 
contradiction, the assertion of Lemma 3.1 also holds. 
Here we adopt the constrained variation to investigate the eigenvalue 
problem (P). Namely, we shall introduce another functional 
M(v)=jse”dx for YEH~(S~) 
and define j, [cl] by 
hA-4 =WWl~~L,J~ 
where J is as in (3.5) and K,+ = {u E V, 1 M(u) = p} (m = 1,2, 3, 
Then there exists a minimizer u = u,,, E Km,r, which solves 
Au + ile” = 0 in 52, u=o on 13lR 
for some Iz E IF!. When 
CL’ If49 
(3.15) 
00). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
we have I > 0 and obtain a solution (1, u) for the eigenvalue problem (P). 
In fact, if we assume that il < 0, from the maximum principle we have 
which contradicts (3.17). 
v<o in 0, 
Now, we state the following lemma from which nonradial solutions for 
(P) arise. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any positive integer m, the inequality 
j, CPI > j, Cc13 
holds if p is large enough. 
(3.18) 
Proof. As seen in Section 2, the solution (2, u,) with v, E K,,, is 
unique for p large enough. Hence, the infimum j, [p] of J(v) on K,,, is 
attained by v = u,. Moreover, (A, u,) is parametrized by ~7 E (0,8x) with 
the relations 
(3.19) 
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and 
j, CPI = 5 v(a) =$+&-y U+41)> 
as 0+871-O, (3.20) 
from Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15. Therefore, p large enough determines (T close 
to 8n via (3.19). 
Now we turn to estimating j,[p] for m < 00. To this end we shall make 
use of the radial solutions for 52 = D. 
Take a disk w, in C, of (3.1 l), with a center x0 and radius E, and define 
functions U E H&Z’,,,) and W, E V, successively b
U(X)=R,(~(X-x,)) ino, and U(x)=0 inQ\o,, 
and 
w,(x) = U(x) + U( T,x) + U( z-ix) + . . . + U( iy- lx) in a, (3.21) 
where u, is the solution on Q = D in Theorem 2.4. Then we have 
M(w,)=m~*m(s)+ Il.21 -m&c (3.22) 
and 
J(w,)= $mn(s) (3.23) 
with m(s) in (2.22) and n(s) in (2.23). Similarly to the case of o, p large 
enough determines s near to 87~ uniquely by M(w,) = p. 
Accordingly, 0 and s correspond by the relation 
87~’ .- 
mE2 8x-s + “I - me271 = (8n- cr) Iog(8n - a) 
87c2(a2+ l)loga {I +0(l)). (3.24) 
Since w, of (3.21) belongs to K,,,p, 
j,[pl < J(ws) = 8m ( &)(1+0(l)} log as a+8n-0, (3.25) 
from (3.23) and (3.24). By comparing the right-hand sides of (3.20) and 
(3.25) when B + 8n - 0, we find that 
L&l>hL~l for p large enough. 1 
To characterize these nonradial solutions, we have to separate the criti- 
cal values j,[p] for finite m’s. Such a separation was first shown by 
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Coffman [3] in a rather complicated manner. Later his argument has been 
refined through Steiner symmetrization by Kawohl [9]. Here, we adopt 
the third argument due to Suzuki [18]. 
LEMMA 3.4. For every positive integer m we have 
Furthermore, j, [p] < j, [p] implies 
j, Cd < &Cd < . . . < j, [PI. (3.27) 
Proof: For each v = v(reie) E V,, where reie E@ is identified with x= 
(r cos 8, r sin 0) E R*, we put u”(re”‘) = v(reie) with 8 = me (0 < 8’ < 27~). 
Then the mapping S m : v E V, + 17 E HA(Q) is onto. Further we have 
=~~~Tdtlf~~ {r($)2+m2r-1(grldr (3.28) 
and 
= 
I s 
*= de’ ’ ee dr = M( fi). 
0 a 
Hence, we see 
where 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
for v = v(eie) o HA(Q). 
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Let u, = u,(Ix?) be a minimizer of J, in HA(Q); then 
Therefore j,,- ,[p] = j,[p] implies that Jm(rm) = J,,- ,(a,) and hence 
&,,,/a0 = 0. In other words, u, E V, and consequently j,[p] = j, [p]. 
Thus (3.27) follows from j,[p] < j, [p] by induction. 1 
To state our main result precisely, we shall define the mode of a solution 
u of (PA). That is, it is the largest m (m = 1,2, 3, . . . . co) such that u E V,. 
THEOREM 3.5. For any positive integer m, there exists a number p(m such 
that for any p > p,,, the problem (P) has a nonradial solution (I, u) of mode 
m satisfying M(u) = p. 
Proof: We have already obtained the solution u = u,,~ E V,,, such that 
J(u) = j,[p] < j, [p] for /J large enough, from Lemma 3.3. Hence we have 
only to prove that the mode of v is precisely m. 
Assume that u E Vk for some k > m. Then we have 
j!f CPI G J(u) = j,CPl < j’x [PI. (3.32) 
However, (3.32) is a contradiction to Lemma 3.4. This shows that the 
mode of u is m. 1 
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